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Chapter 1: About This Guide 

Introduction to the AHMA Style Guide 

The Aboriginal Housing Management Association (AHMA) Style Guide provides editorial guidelines for 

text in AHMA instructional materials, technical documentation, reference information, training 

programs, and any additional communications (whether internal- or external-facing).  

Employees and contractors can use this document as a guide to writing style, usage, and AHMA-specific 

terminology. Writers are to thoroughly review the guide so that they become familiar with the range of 

issues involved in creating high-quality, readable, and consistent materials.  

Indigenizing Communications 

In all aspects, AHMA tries to adhere to the proper and appropriate Aboriginal protocols for marketing 

and communications. This includes the proper use of traditional names, boundaries, symbols, 

photographs, and language. All symbols are to be checked for original and current meanings, and, if 

unsure, the user is to omit use of such symbol. In addition, the use of Aboriginal languages is highly 

encouraged and is to be placed in appropriate places (for examples, see the Style & Usage section of this 

document) with the English translation following the Aboriginal language at all times. 

Editorial Resources: 

In general, follow the style and usage rules in: 

 Canadian Oxford Dictionary 

Skwxwú7mesh Sníchim-Xwelíten Sníchim Skexwts (Squamish for “Squamish-English Dictionary”) 

The Canadian Press Style Guide (17th Edition) 

 The Canadian Press Caps & Spelling (20th Edition) 

Exceptions to certain guidelines in these resources are noted in this guide. In cases where reference 

sources conflict with each other, follow The Canadian Press Style Guide for questions of style and usage 

and The Canadian Oxford Dictionary for questions of spelling. 

Also refer to any department-specific materials provided by your Communications Manager. 

NOTE: This document is always evolving to keep up with the political and social 

demands of our industry. Please check to make sure that you are always using the 

most up-to-date version of this file. 
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Chapter 2: Style and Usage 

NOTE: Aboriginal Housing Management Association (AHMA) uses a specific style set 

in order to make all documents consistent. Please contact the Communications 

Manager if you do not have the style set applied to your computer. 

AHMA-specific styles and exceptions to The Canadian Press Style Guide are as follows: 

Aboriginal Greetings In order to promote indigeneity, AHMA promotes the use of a person`s own 

language for greetings, closings, and other common exchanges.  

For example: 

Kisuk Kiyukyit. (Ktunaxa for “Hello.”) 

I’mote. (Coast Salish for “Thank you.”) 

Way-chewx-yo. (Squamish for “Take care of yourself.”) 

Aboriginal Language Any use of an Aboriginal language will be written in regular font (or a 

combination of the Bradley Hand ITC in AHMA Blue, black or grey), followed 

by the name of the language and the meaning in English in quotations and 

italicized. This emphasizes the importance for having Aboriginal language first, 

with the English description offered as a secondary support. 

For example:  

Hoy-chewx-a Siyam. (Squamish for “Thank you, respected one.”) 

 Amanii. (Tsimshian for “Take care.”) 

Aboriginal Territories At all times, AHMA makes an effort to acknowledge the Aboriginal heritage, 

language, and cultural importance of all territories, boundaries, communities, 

and land upon which events, pictures, and meetings occur. 

For example:  

We, at AHMA, would like to thank the Skwxwú7mesh (“Squamish Nation”) in 

its village of Xwemelch’stn (“North Vancouver”), for welcoming us and allowing 

us to hold our Spring Gathering in its traditional territory. 

Artwork Captions No period on the end of photo credit, but keep one on the artwork captions. 

(For examples, see the AHMA Marketing Guide.) 

Band Names Capital on the first letter of each word. 

For example: 

Burns Lake Band 
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Bullet Points The correct usage of bullet points and secondary points are as follows: 

 List A 

o List B 

 List C 

 List D 

 NOTE: For rules on punctuation or capitalization in bullets, please see page 

136 on the CP Stylebook. 

Numbered Lists The correct usage of numbered lists is as follows (and so on, as the numbering 

demands: 

 1.0 Policy Name 

 1.1 Creating the Policy 

  1.1.1 Policy Notes 

   1.1.1.1 Notes on Policy Notes 

Punctuation Punctuation sits inside all quotations. 

For example:  

Ktunaxa for “Hello.” 

Series/Oxford Commas  The correct usage of a comma in a series is to include the comma before the 

“and.”  

For example: 

 It is AHMA’s goal to have all Aboriginal housing in BC owned, operated, and 

managed by the Aboriginal community. 

Spacing All documents are to follow the CP Style of single spacing after periods, which 

is one space, not two. 
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Chapter 3: AHMA Specific Terminology 
Exceptions to the guidelines and spellings specific to the Aboriginal Housing Management Association 

(AHMA) are as follows: 

Aboriginal  Capital “A” in all uses. Use is preferably as an adjective, not a noun. 

AHMA 2014 Spring Gathering  

 Swap out only the year as time progresses. Use Spring Gathering on second 

reference. 

animal spirit Lower case “A” and “S;” however, the names Raven, Eagle, Bear, Wolf, and 

Orca are all capitalized. 

BC No periods in the abbreviation for British Columbia. 

BC Aboriginal Social Housing Management Agreement (ASHMA) 

 All italics with capital first letter of each word. 

Board of Directors Capitals on “B” and “D” only. (This also includes capitals on Board, Director(s), 

Independent Director(s), General Director(s), and Member(s).) 

Elders Capital “E” in all uses. 

Executive Leadership Team (ELT)  

Capitals on “E,” “L,” and “T.” ELT on second reference. 

First Nations  “Nations” is pluralized in all cases, except when in an official name/title.  

General Directors Capitals on “G” and “D.” (See Board of Directors for more.) 

Independent Directors Capitals on “I” and “D.” (See Board of Directors for more.) 

Indigenous Capital “I” in all uses. 

Indigenous Peoples Capitals on “I” and “P.” 

Indigeneity Noun use only. The quality of being indigenous. 

internet  Lower case “I.” 

Māori Use of accent on “A.” 
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Rural Native Housing (RNH) 

All capitals on the first letter of each word. On first reference write full name 

out with parentheses. On second and all subsequent uses simply use “RNH”. 

smudge room Lower case “S” and “R.” 

strategic conversations Lower case “S” and “C.” 

Strategic Plan Capitals on “S” and “P.” 

sweat lodge Lower case “S” and “L.” 

Witnessing Ceremony Capitals on “W” and “C.” 

website Lower case “W” and all one word. 

 

  

 

 

 


